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HK zh-TW zu Permission INTERNET ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE ACCESS_WIFI_STATE BILLING WAKE_LOCK VIBRATE RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED Permission Text OTHER: Allows applications to open network sockets. Allow applications to access information about the network. Allows applications to access information
about Wi-Fi networks. Allows use of WakeLocks PowerManager to keep the processor from sleeping or the screen from dimming. Allows access to vibrators. Allows the application to receive ACTION_BOOT_COMPLETED broadcast after the system finishes booting. Operating System Min Sdk 16 Minutes Sdk Txt Android 4.1、4.1.11
(JELLY_BEAN) Target Sdk 28 Target Sdk Txt Android 9.0 Multi Window Does Not Support Small Screen, normal, large, xlarge Cpu arm64-v8a armeabi-v7a Open Gl Int 0 Supports Ya Density Density 120, 160, 240, 320, 480, 640, 65535 User Features Using Wi-Fi hardware features Features: This application uses 802.11 network (Wi-Fi)
features on Wi-Fi software. Using the hardware features of Not Feature Touchscreen: This application uses the Global Telephony Radio System for Mobile Communications (GSM) system. The app uses the device's basic two-point multitouch capability, such as for pinching gestures, but the app doesn't need to track touch independently.
This is the superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen feature. The app uses the device's advanced multitouch capabilities to track two or more dots independently. This feature is a superset of the android.hardware.touchscreen.multitouch feature. Uses implied Feature other.#The app uses 802.11 networking (Wi-Fi) features on the
device.#: Signature Md5 E89B158E4BCF988EBD09EB83F5378E87 Signature 61ED377E85D386A8DFEE6B864BD85B0BFAA5AF81 Sha256 A40DA80A59D170CAA950CF15C18C454D47A39B26989D8B640ECD745BA71BF5DC Valid From Fri Feb 29 02:33:46 CET 2008 until: Tue Jul 17 03:33:46 CEST 2035 Serial Number
936eacbe07f201df Developer Developer Android Ou Android Organization Android Locale Mountain View Country US City California Smashing Rush (MOD, Money) - In this game you have to use the character of your choice to run as far as possible, there are elements of parkour, on your way there will be different obstacles, collect
coins, carry out missions. Simple controls will allow you to fully use all the abilities of a physical model, to reveal its potential. + Collect 23 characters from different shapes and gestures. + Some actions like wall jumping, double jumping, swinging bars, zipline using only two SKIP and DARK buttons. + Allow yourself to be fascinated by
complex environment. + Quick parkour style game played in big city. + Run in the middle of obstacles and see how far you can go. By By · September 9, 2019 Versicurrent: 1.7.0File size: 63 MB | 75 MBMemorize: www.ReXdl.comUndload the latest version of Smashing Rush Game for AndroidRun! Run! Run!●Collect 21 characters with
different moves and shapes. ● Various actions such as wall jump, double jump, swing bar, zipline with only two JUMP and DASH buttons. ● Be a Sensation with challenging levels. ● Fast parkour style game that runs in big cities. ● Race through obstacles and see who can go far. ● Extreme controls that are hard to feel in mobile
games.★Sing in a hurry★ Get more items on various random maps!★Challenge games★ Try to level up challenging!v1.7.0 ●small bug fixes.v1.6.4 ● Update stage leaderboard mode. ● Modified UI.v1.6.0 ● Update cloud save. ● Update the best score prizes. ● Update clear reward challenge mode. ● Add new stages to stage mode. ●
Increased coin rewards in-game. + Collect 23 characters from different shapes and gestures. + Some actions like wall jumping, double jumping, swinging bars, zipline using only two SKIP and DARK buttons. + Allow yourself to be fascinated by complex levels. + Quick parkour style game played in big city. + Run in the middle of obstacles
and see how far you can go. + Extreme controls are very difficult to feel in mobility games. One thing you need to know when playing Smashing Rush (MOD Unlimited Money): No one dares to say that this game is easy. This is an endless run game created by great ideas from publisher Cold Soda. Plus, if you like exploring the city
through Parkour, you definitely can't ignore it because it's fun to run and climb the highest roof in the city, and then watch the beautiful sunset. Table of contents [ShowHide]In Smashing Rush, your main task is to control the characters (randomly selected among the game characters) to complete the journey to conquer the most difficult
stages, where no one has ever been placed. Players have to climb through the highest roof in the city in order to from left to right of the screen. The game's control system consists of two main buttons, Jump and Dash. You press the left button of the screen to jump and hit twice in a row to get a double jump. When you meet the blue wall,
you can click the virtual button on the right side of the screen to run and pass it. Everything is very simple and you will pass the first level easily. But of course, you can't maintain style forever. Then there will be times when you will hit a wall, or even fall into a trap or fall from a roof high in the city. The end of this character is tragic and
deadly. It's so scary! But you can still click Play again and start a new journey. Every time you fall will help you become stronger, react good against obstacles. In each level, there are a few small tasks to complete, such as a triple jump or something like that. And when you win, you will receive some interesting prizes. Additional tasks that
will make you think carefully how to complete the task and win, have the opportunity to unlock new keys Don't forget to collect gold coins on the screen, but be careful because it can be a trap that distracts you.21 Interesting charactersSmashing Rush allows players to unlock 21 very interesting characters. This is my main goal when I play
this game. You can use cash or use the virtual currency in the game to buy it. The characters can be deadpool, Bruce Lee, Batman, Power Ranger or even zombies. They will make your trip more enjoyable. Some characters also have special visual effects compared to other characters, and of course, they're not cheap at all. Three
modes The three main modes of Smashing Rush include Item Rush Mode, Stage Mode, and Challenge Mode. Each mode is a challenge for players. Stay focused, avoid obstacles and force quickly to win this match. Impressive graphicsBesides, another plus of Smashing Rush is that the graphics are designed with colorful art and an
intuitive control system. The characters are designed to be funny and funny. Each level, you experience different maps to avoid being boring. The sound is also good with an EDM soundtrack that will keep you playing for hours and still want to play once more. Smashing Rush - The best everClassic endless running game is always an
entertaining game that is never out of date. Smashing Rush is available for iOS and Android devices, you can download through the link below the article. The MOD version of smashing rush gives you a huge amount of money in the game and does not require a Root device before installation. If you have installed the official version of the
game, please uninstall it and install our MOD version via the link below. Download Smashing Rush MOD APK for Android (latest version) Developer:Cold Soda Android:4.1+ Genre:MOD Size:53 Mb Updated:09.09.2019 Current version:1.7.0 5 Download Smashing Rush MOD free shopping - Endless runners in parallel universe with lots of
obstacles and lots of character choices. How long can you run, ride, roll? Go as far as possible, unlock all the characters, enjoy the futuristic race. Each hero has his own vehicle: legs, brooms, skates, strollers and so on. Download the game now and immerse yourself in this unusual atmosphere from head to toe! The latest news, games,
programs. Here you can download the full version of any game and program on your android device, as well as MOD games, completely free of charge and without registration. Everything is completely safe because it has been checked for viruses and their performance. Don't forget to rate us, because it will help us know better what your
preferences are. Smashing Rush - a cool platformer with automatic running, good low polygon graphics, a set of different characters and the most important thing in the game - this is the complexity of the gameplay is high. Players Immerse yourself in gameplay to avoid encounters with different trap sheds and mechanisms, as well as in
time to jump on the islands through many ravines and perform tricks at the same time. Supported Android (4.1 and and Sandwich Es Krim (4,0 - 4,0,4),Jelly Bean (4,1 - 4,3,1),KitKat (4,4 - 4,4,4),Lollipop (5,0 - 5,1 Marshmallow (6,0 - 6,0,1),Nougat (7,0 – 7,1,1),Oreo (8,0-8,1) (8,0-8,1)
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